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Introduction
The past year since the last Sustainability Report has certainly been a year like no other. Lockdowns and
furlough have unavoidably impacted many of the original sustainability objectives that were planned by
each of our departments. It has been a time for both adaptability and flexibility, as our Heads of
Department have faced new challenges and huge uncertainty - all of which have been met with
determination, teamwork and collaboration.
The safety of our teams, Fellowship and students has always come first during these challenging times,
but despite this, every effort has still been made by the teams to act in a sustainable way, minimising
environmental impacts, and looking to the future wherever possible. Whether this has been the
Housekeeping team sourcing PPE and sanitising solution or the Maintenance team establishing and
upholding a Covid-secure construction site, the Robinson team have held true wherever possible to
sustainable principles.
There are still successes to be celebrated however, most notably with Robinson College achieving
platinum status for the second year running for the NUS Green Impact initiative (as detailed on page 4).
This was the culmination of a superb year of initiatives and determination from students and staff to
maintain the momentum that had been gathering for sustainable and environmental planning.
In 2021 the College has also re-established the Environmental Forum with staff and student
representation, to provide clear leadership and a solid steer as we start to plan the next sustainable
targets and initiatives ready for our emergence from lockdown and further restrictions. An introduction
to the forum can be seen on page 6.
We hope that this 2020/21 Sustainability Report will illustrate to the members of the Governing Body the
successes that have been achieved in spite of, and also as a direct result of the Covid-19 pandemic and
all its challenges. It has served to showcase all that is best in the Robinson team, and the ways they have
positively maintained a sustainable ethos and approach in this most difficult of years.
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Congratulations!!

You have successfully achieved a Platinum Colleges award for the
2019-20 Green Impact year.
Platinum for the second year running is brilliant!
Dear Izaak, Caroline and Nick (please pass this on to the others in your Green Impact team),
Your auditor, Rickesh, really enjoyed meeting you and wanted us to pass on their feedback: “I have to
profess huge admiration for the fullest commitment by the whole team, in truly implementing sustainable
changes both in a social-regard and in business operations. Whilst there are definitely areas to improve, if
the team progresses with the momentum and the comprehensive standards taken thus far, Robinson will
certainly be a beacon of best practice and an impressive role model within the wider University.”
They were particularly impressed by the work of your catering team (compostable cutlery, sourcing
ethical and local ingredients, reusable mugs for sale etc), efforts by your gardening team to source apple
trees locally and implement a student garden, and your comprehensive approach to Green Impact.
As you look towards next year, your auditor recommends revisiting areas including energy (when
communicating about energy usage we recommend regular reminders throughout the year or posters
next to appliances so this is something to consider) and waste by perhaps incorporating communication
of Actions 87-89 in the end of term housekeeping email outlined in Action 90 to refresh people’s
memories.
Rickesh is excited to see your biodiversity work continue to develop and is confident that, if you wish to
continue with Green Impact next year, you will work through some of the remaining actions with the same
commitment that you have shown this year. Rickesh also commends your menu card but recommends
that the labelling is made clearer as the icons used are currently difficult to interpret, perhaps a key to the
icons used could be put on the menu too? As you continue your sustainability efforts we would also
recommend focusing on regularly promoting your achievements, for instance those made in the catering
department, whether on your website, in newsletters such as Greenlines (we can help you with this) or on
the Green Impact Yammer group.
Like many other things, Green Impact at Cambridge has been unique this year and we appreciate how
daunting submitting your workbook and taking place in the remote audits may have been. The University
shutdown will have placed additional pressures on you all, both professionally and personally, so thank
you for persevering with Green Impact, we’re absolutely delighted that you have achieved another
Platinum award!
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Normally at this stage we would invite you to the awards ceremony but details of this are still TBC as we
work to find the most appropriate way of recognising your hard work in a safe way. We will email you as
soon as we have any updates on this but until then, I hope your team find a way to virtually celebrate
amongst yourselves – you deserve it!
Finally, whilst we currently cannot order the physical award slates, when we can we will print the
following name on your award: Robinson College. Please let us know if this needs altering at all. In the
meantime, we have also attached a virtual award certificate to this email which you are welcome to use
when sharing your success with others.
Congratulations once again on your achievement and thank you for volunteering your time and skills to
make the University a more sustainable place.
With best wishes,
Jess
Jessica Haskell
Environmental Engagement Coordinator, University of Cambridge
Estates Division, Greenwich House, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0TX
April 2020
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The Environment
Forum
By Kevin Breeze, Head of Catering & Conference Services

By way of introduction below are the Robinson College team members who have volunteered this year to
support our green journey. Some have worked on this project for a number of years and have been successful in
making ‘green’ a centre piece of life at Robinson. Some are new this year and are keen to continue and build of
the successes of previous years.
Working closely alongside Green Impact, Robinson College over the years has achieved many an accolade for
the efforts and works undertaken in pursuing our Green Initiatives, through bronze, silver, gold and on up to
platinum.
Not wanting to rest on our laurels we are striving to achieve even more this year and the team below have
already started on a many a Green Project. We don’t have the monopoly on good ideas and are very keen to
engage with all in College whether they be students, staff members or fellows so we can capture all great ‘ Green
Ideas ‘ and all do our bit in further improving sustainability at Robinson and the wider community. Our aims this
year are to continue this journey maintaining what we have achieved so far and:
Help all at Robinson envisage what sustainability looks like for all
Set out a structured framework for ongoing improvements, to enable everyone to make a change and
track their progress
Create lasting, positive organisational change
Encourage collaboration and team-building involving all
Provide opportunities for knowledge and skill development
Further reduce the carbon foot print at Robinson College through a measured and controlled plan

Your Environment Forum
Members for 2020/21
Kevin Breeze - Head of Conference & Catering Services

Bill McKim - Facilities Manager

Nick Lomax - Bursar's Assistant

Jeremy Mildenhall -Maintenance Manager

Ginny Barker - Gardener

Nicole Parker - Conference & Events Manager

Leah Cook - Deputy Housekeeping Manager

David Reynolds - Head Porter

Gary Dougan - Head Chef

Elizabeth Budgen - Undergraduate

Dave Johnson - IT Manager

Jonathon Roessler - Graduate Student

Leah Cook - Deputy Housekeeping Manager
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A word from our
Green Officers
2019/20 RCSA Green Officer - Caroline Dauris
Last year as the JCR Green Officer, I worked with the MCR Green Officer to raise awareness of positive steps
that Robinson had taken and was taking to become more sustainable by sending out college-wide emails.
Going to the Big Cambridge Climate Change Conversation at the end of Michaelmas Term was a really great
way to learn from other Green Officers about what they were doing in their own colleges which we might be
able to do in Robinson too. During Lent Term, we ran a ‘green’-themed quiz night during the universitywide Green Week as well as having someone from Positive Investment Cambridge come and run an Ethical
Banking Workshop for JCR and MCR students.

From the responses to the Big Survey organised by the RCSA, we found that there was a lot of support for
implementing compost bins in the shared kitchens around college. Unfortunately, we were unable to make
more progress on this project because of COVID. Various plans had to be put on hold during the Easter Term
and the beginning of Michaelmas Term as COVID meant that it was a lot harder to organise meetings.
On a positive note, after completing our section of the
Green Impact logbook, we represented Robinson at a
virtual audit in May 2020. It was interesting to hear the
feedback from the auditor and what advice he had for the
college to improve further. We were very excited for
Robinson to be awarded a Platinum Award!
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A word from our
Green Officers
2020/21 MCR Green Officer - Jonathon Roessler
As Green Officers we're trying to continue the great work of our predecessors, in particular in helping
Robinson to achieve the green-impact platinum award again. Obviously, this year a lot of things have to
work differently but there are several issues we’re concerned with and involved in:
If the pandemic teaches us anything it is first that to avoid disaster we must listen to the science.
Regarding the climate crisis, this means that we need to take immediate and bold action to reach
climate neutrality. The effects of the climate crisis are already felt all over the planet, but especially and
worst by those who bear no responsibility for it. It is, therefore, one of our tasks to make people aware
of these issues and to promote events around the college which deal with climate justice such as the
Green Week.
I believe that the university and the colleges can and should take a leading role in eliminating Co2
emissions as fast as possible. This is why on the initiative of the chair of the Environment Forum, Kevin
Breeze, we’re currently gathering information to estimate the college’s Co2 footprint. Once we know the
numbers, we will be able to figure out ways to reach carbon neutrality as soon as possible. Spreading
awareness of environmental and climate-related issues as well as figuring out ways on how to do our
share in preventing the worst regarding the climate crisis are both ways through which I believe we can
make a difference despite the pandemic.
We're also very keen on finding ways on how to reduce plastic consumption especially in light of the
increasing use of one-way boxes and cups due to the covid-related hygiene-rules.

2020/21 RCSA Green Officer - Beth Budgen
Starting off my role as Green Officer during a pandemic has meant that the
obvious challenge is to significantly reduce the amount of single use plastic
used around college.
Firstly, I want to look into reusable takeaway options for the bar and
garden restaurant and how this can be done in a COVID-friendly way.
My second approach is to look to improve the recycling options within
staircases by looking to put glass recycling bins and compost bins in
kitchens.
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I’d also like to look to encourage other students to do more green things
on a daily basis, for example reducing their meat intake. I’d like to organise
some college-wide green events, maybe as a green week or more spread
out, but the type of event will obviously have to depend on COVID
restrictions at the time.

Catering &
Hospitality
Team
By Gary Dougan, Head Chef

Working with our suppliers
Our new agreement with most catering suppliers to reduce cardboards use and encourage re-use is ongoing and
working well:
All meat coming into College in plastic containers, which are sent back and re-used
Fruit and vegetable cardboard boxes are being collected by suppliers and re-used
Flat pack cardboard from wrapping such as tins and dry products are sent back to Thomas Ridley
Incentive is both financial (less waste picked up) and environmentally friendly – over 2500 boxes sent back in the
last 12 months.
Please see the table below for full details of how we are working with each of our suppliers on this initiative:

SUPPLIER
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TYPE OF
CONTAINER

ACTION TAKEN

Andrews

Boxes & plastic bags

Bringing tubs with meat in bags so decanted into our red boxes

Aldens

Boxes & plastic bags

Bringing most poultry in bags so decanted into our red boxes

Marrfish

Boxes & plastic bags

Boxes are decanted into our blue boxes

Stickleback

Boxes

Boxes are decanted into our blue boxes

Hilary's

Boxes and plastic trays

Some used by Gardens. The rest are recycled. Planning for all
cardboard to be collected by Hilary's

Sheringhams

Boxes & plastic bags

Clean boxes are returned and recycled

Blunham Dairy

Plastic polybottles

Now using pergals

Foodwell

Plastic bags

None taken to date

Barkers Bakery

Plastic bags

All recycled

Brakes

Boxes & plastic bags

Boxes are recycled

Cheese +

Boxes & plastic bags

Boxes are recycled

Powters

Boxes & plastic bags

Boxes are recycled

Ridleys

Boxes, plastic bags and tins

Most packaging is recycled. They now collect their own cardboard.

Catering &
Hospitality
Team
Other 2020 Initiatives:
Throughout 2020 and Lent term 2021, we have always produced a vegan option on our Garden Restaurant
menus as the first choice option. This has been well received by our students. We aim to continue this
initiative for the rest of the year.
We continue to reduce the ruminant meat from many of our menus
We are only using fish that is sustainable and have continued to support the ‘Fish Cities’ campaign we signed
up for several years ago.

Looking ahead and our targets for 2021:
Waste packaging from pizzas in the RBCB
CWB menu displays on monitors via USB hub. Explore and budget for Garden
Restaurant too
Include an environment section at the staff engagement days
Continue to reduce the ruminant meat including reducing the mid-week roast
Student surveys to gauge opinions on sustainability, green impact, formal hall
etc
Encourage ‘keep cups' for students and staff
Return of "Meat-free Monday"

Most favoured option

Reduce

lowering the amount of
waste produced

Reuse

using materials repeatedly

Recycle

using materials to make
new products

Recovery

recovering energy from
waste

Landfill
Diagram shows the Waste
Hierarchy
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Least favoured option

safe disposable of waste to
landfill

Catering &
Hospitality
Team
Coming in 2021 :
In 2021 we are investing in a cost saving, greener and more sustainable solution to food waste by installing a
BioHiTech food waste digester. This uses natural bacteria to recycle food waste and delivers many benefits
including:
A cleaner operation with fewer smells, no missed collections, reduced pest and bugs issues, and less cleaning
required
Everything is measured, monitored and reported so we will know how much food waste is being created,
digested and disposed of
Loads of available Eco-data – showing how this is a greener, more sustainable solution
Keeps things simple - feed the food waste into the digester which uses natural bacteria to recycle it into new
water
Any effluent flows down the sewer to the local Water Treatment Plant where it is treated into potable water and
any particles extracted and made into compost or through anaerobic digestion into energy.

The system also has significant positive environmental impacts including:
Eliminating truck miles
Eliminating diesel pollution and carbon emissions
Recycling food waste into new water on-site
Contributing to targets for diverting waste from landfills
Reducing harmful greenhouse gases that contribute to global climate change
Delivering a greener and more sustainable solution to food waste problems.
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Housekeeping
Team
By Julie Allen, Housekeeping Manager

Waste & Recycling :
Due to the pandemic and the subsequent lockdown, we reduced our waste
collection services from April through to August.
We have now returned to full collection services, but the recycling has changed
slightly. Ellgia, our waste contractors have had to take the decision to change
the composition of our Dry Mixed Recycling (DMR) to cardboard and paper only.
The DMR process involves sorting the waste by hand and therefore they have
not been able to continue this due to the social distancing regulations.
Ellgia are able to sort cardboard and paper by mechanical process if these
items are kept separate. All other waste must now go into the general waste
bins. As before, this waste all goes to be processed for refuse derived fuel (RDF)
and therefore nothing that they collect from College goes to landfill.
We have received new signage to communicate these new arrangements to our
Robinson community, and we hope to get this in place by the start of the new
term.

British Heart Foundation clothing banks :
Due to the pandemic the collections for the clothing banks were halted
between April and August 2020.
The collections have now resumed, but unfortunately we have not yet had any
figures for the last year, as these have been delayed due to the national
lockdowns.

Sanitisers :
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Securing supplies of sanitiser and PPE was a huge challenge at the beginning of
the pandemic.
We managed to source enough for College needs and we have regular supplies
ongoing as required.
We purchased 52 sanitising units in preparation for the students' return that
have been located across the College site.
I considered carefully the cost of hiring units as opposed to purchasing our
own, as the expectation was that the use of these would potentially not be
longer term (longer than 3 years). Hiring the units would mean we would not be
left with redundant units after the pandemic has finished. However, the
financial benefits of purchasing our own units outweighed these
considerations.
The addition of the huge supplies of sanitiser we needed has had a negative
environmental impact due to the amount of plastic involved in these
purchases.
In order to off-set this, we have endeavoured to use refillable units and bottles.
We refill these from 5 litre bottles of sanitiser, making the process as
environmentally friendly as possible.

Housekeeping
Team
PPE :
Securing supplies of personal protective equipment was initially challenging.
Quite early on we recognised that face masks were potentially going to
become a requirement, and we started to secure supplies of washable face
masks, so that we could provide our community with protection.
The washable face masks are more environmentally friendly, and despite the
general supply issues we were able to secure them for the staff when they
returned to work after the initial lockdown, and for Fellows and students ready
for the start of Michelmas term.
We still require supplies of disposable face masks to put in the self-isolation
packs issued to students if they need to self-isolate. These are to ensure that if
they have to evacuate their accommodation, they have a face mask available to
wear.
Thanks to some very kind Alumni, we have had many donations of face masks,
and this has helped us to maintain supplies with little additional cost.

Cleaning Supplies :
Our cleaning services have changed somewhat over the year, as due to the
impact of Coronavirus, we are not able to clean the student rooms. Our
focus has been on sanitising and cleaning shared facilities over a longer
period of the day, seven days per week.
As a result, we have had to ask students to clean their own rooms and
subsequently we have had to provide them with guidance and cleaning
materials. Sourcing hundreds of bottles of cleaning products to issue to
students proved to be a challenge at a time when supplies were reduced,
due to manufacturers switching to production of sanitiser, and a general
increase in uptake due to enhanced cleaning regimes.
We were able to source enough supplies in time for the beginning of term.
We have been able to source a sanitiser/cleaner that was changed to
provide effective action specifically against Covid-19 in a concentrated
formula, which is a more environmentally friendly option as we can reuse
the plastic bottles.

Zero Waste Recycling :
Over the past year we have sent off 112 printer cartridges for recycling.
84% were reused and 16% were recycled.
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Housekeeping
Team
Beginning of term sale:
This year we were unfortunately unable to hold the usual beginning of term
sale. As the students had left college before the Easter term and some were
unable to collect their belongings.
We stored all the items that were left in kitchens and held them until the
students were able to return to retrieve their own items. Due to social
distancing regulations it was not possible to then hold a safe event in its
traditional format. However, we did allow students to collect any unclaimed
items for re-use.

Gardening
Team
By Guy Fuller, Head Gardener:

The garden department now have a battery operated chain saw
and strimmer. These replace two of our petrol machines, which
were stolen last year when we were burgled.
Secondly, there are now plans to place a number of bird boxes
round our college site. The bird boxes are being built by the
maintenance team, and the materials have been paid for, by a
kind donation from Leslie Read former College librarian.
Additional security measures have also been put into place to
combat the ongoing threat of burglary
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Library
Team

By Judith Brown, Head Librarian:

At the start of Michaelmas Term 2020 the librarian invited
freshers to adopt and nurture cuttings taken from library
plants.

At the request of students, in an effort to keep
our energy consumption down, a reminder to
turn off desk lighting was placed at all study
areas throughout the library

Always keen to keep current in this area, here are some of the new titles added this year:

Attenborough, D. (2020). A life on our planet : My witness statement and vision
for the future

Berners-Lee, M. (2019). There is no Planet B : A handbook for the make or break
years

Otter, C. (2020). Diet for a large planet : Industrial Britain, food systems, and
world ecology

Hawkes, J. (2012). A land (Collins nature library ; 3). London: Collins
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Burt, Thompson, Burt, Tim, & Thompson, D. B. A. (2020). Curious about nature : A
passion for fieldwork (Ecology, biodiversity, and conservation)

Porters' Lodge
Team
By David Reynolds, Head Porter

The Porters’ Lodge continues to contribute towards the
sustainable life of the College by adopting the following
procedures and processes:

The Lodge continues to eschew bottled water and uses a filtered
water jug supplied by mains water. Used cartridges are recycled.
Own china cups are used, not plastic.

Recycling of student bicycles left behind by departing students. Autumn 2020 saw a
reduced number of 23 bicycles sent for refurbishment and reuse. During summer 2021
suitable bicycles in good repair and no longer wanted by departing students will be
retained for internal recycling as requested by the RCSA.

The introduction of paperless office procedures with respect to key issue, parcel
notification and music room bookings have proved a great success and particularly in
relation to parcels, has meant the abolition of the issue of up to 80 paper slips per day.

Although due to Covid there was no Michaelmas Housekeeping department sale, useable or
wearable lost property is being retained for the next sale, when it is able to take place.

Promotion of recycling of cardboard from amazon or other courier deliveries (around 80
boxes a day in term) via the recycling points in College.

All envelopes opened in the Lodge are retained for internal re-use or given to students or
fellows to re-use. Internal-use multi use envelopes used whenever possible for nonconfidential internal communications

Porters continue to observe doors and windows left open on their patrol rounds arranging
for them to be closed where appropriate.
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All batteries and ink cartridges are recycled at the service points in the Service Yard.

Maintenance
Team
By Bill McKim, Facilities Manager

Taking the opportunity:
The challenges presented in 2020 actually turned in to an opportunity for the maintenance and refurbishment
projects. Working closely with our appointed contractor we were able to plan and undertake the refurbishment
of 54 bedrooms, undertake the re-roofing and water ingress works to the main Auditorium and rebuild some of
the water damaged balconies on G,H,I J, staircases. Including these 54 bedrooms, we have now refurbished 206
of the Main College rooms (70%). The remaining 87 are scheduled for completion over the next 4 years.

Shower Pod installations:
Stripping out of the 54 rooms took careful planning
and consideration
The installation of pods to allow an en-suite in the
selected rooms improves the usability of the space
and has proved particularly useful in the cases of
Covid isolations etc by reducing the need to share
facilities.

The plans shown here illustrate examples of the
back-to-back pod designs (Figure 1) and an
example of 4th floor individual pods (Figure 2).

Figure 1:

Figure 2:
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Maintenance
Team
Shower Pod installations (cont...) :
The works were undoubtedly complicated by the Covid 19 restraints, however by carefully planning the works
we were able to provide a Covid secure workplace. Our thanks go to all the contractors on site who ensured that
we got through the project without a single Covid related incident.

An almost complete view of an installed pod from the
bedroom

Auditorium roof repairs and water ingress works :
The re-roofing project was extremely valuable in learning more about the exact make-up of the building. These
findings made the waterproofing works a much more challenging project, requiring the removal of the majority of
the parapet wall from the ground up.
The works to the Auditorium roof started
with the removal of the old damaged
surface. The majority of these works were by
hand, shovel and wheelbarrow.
You can see the debris shoots on the lefthand side of the photo. These allow the
materials from the higher areas to be safely
passed down to the lower level.
Once this area was broken up, we needed to
remove the debris down to the ground via a
scaffold lift. This was then taken around the
back of A-G staircases to the front of the
buildings.
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Maintenance
Team
Auditorium roof repairs and water ingress works (cont...)

The ground blocks have all been removed,
the walls have had 7 courses of bricks
removed and have been propped-allowing
works to be taken to the external blocks.
This allows the sealing and coving to
protect the area.
Notice the height of the drainage outlet
which is too high to allow any water ingress
to reach the pipe. In places we dropped
these lower.

Insulations and waterproofing
membranes go down.
Note the difficult detail around the
piers
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Note the detail to the internal upstands
which would collect any rainwater running
down the cavities.
The access steps to the doors was also
really challenging due to the threshold
heights.

Maintenance
Team
Auditorium roof repairs and water ingress works (cont...)

The installation of the
finished blocks in keeping
with the original design.

We needed to try to protect the ground with
the help and agreement from Guy Fuller and
the Gardens department.
Access roadway installed along the back of
A-G staircases.

Repairs to windows at 2 Adams Road

Before

Several difficult repairs to the existing sills and wooden frames to
maintain the in-keeping aspect of the project.
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Finished

Maintenance
Team
Boiler Replacement Project
In 2018 it became very apparent that our trusted Allen Yengis boilers originally installed in 1978 were finally
coming to the end of their practical lives. These boilers have been very trusty and had supplied the heating and
hot water to the main College buildings for over 40 years.
The final main instigator for replacing the boilers was simply that replacement parts were no longer available.
A decision was made to invite external contractors to design and install replacement boilers to maintain both the
heating and hot water supplies for the main College buildings.
The emphasis was on efficiencies. Our existing boilers x 3 were running at approx. 75-80% which for boilers of
their age was still pretty decent. But the intention was for any new boilers to run at efficiencies of 90+%.
We invited 5 specialist companies to submit designs and tenders. However the complexity of the project being
phased over a 3 year period appeared to scare off some of the competition with 3 companies withdrawing leaving
only 2 to fight it out.
Late in 2018 we appointed CFB (Steam
Boilers) to work with us on the project.
The replacement of the boilers was
extremely challenging as most of the old
valve systems and pressurisation systems
were seized and required full
replacement in conjunction with the new
boilers.
The replacement boilers 2x Bosch
1200kw replace the old 1000kw boilers
however note we have replaced only 2
boilers reducing the kw output by 600kw
as compared with the 3x 1000kw boilers.
The installations were completed
through 2020.
Although early days in the monitoring of
our energy usage, the first indications are
good.
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Maintenance
Team
Water Source Heat Pump
An update from the Bursars

Members of the Governing Body may well be wondering at the current situation with regard to the Water Source
Heat Pump installed in Bin Brook and the boiler room. Many of you will be aware that there have been frequent
issues with the equipment which has been a constant source of frustration.
Before discussing the latest update, a quick resume of the history:
The plant was installed, following the receipt of planning approval from the Environment Agency, and was
commissioned in November 2018. There were a number of teething problems in the first few months of 2019 but,
in spite of record lows of the water level in Bin Brook through the summer and autumn months, the plant did
start to produce some heat energy that was reported and against which we expected to start claiming under our
accreditation in the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) scheme. GB will recall that the key feasibility element of this
installation is the claims that would be raised through RHI, rather than any cost saving through reduced gas
usage. We know from reported statistics in December 2019 that there had been positive output, albeit much
lower that we had expected and certainly lower than would be needed to support the planned capital
expenditure ROI programme.
In the late summer of 2019, College installed a single new boiler. This was an essential capital installation as the
existing two boilers (the original third had already failed), needed to be supplemented as a matter of urgency
before the onset of winter as the stability of the existing plant was unreliable. Although there was discussion
between the College, the boiler manufacturer and installation companies and the WSHP installer (ICAX),
integration between the new boiler and the heat plant was not completed. As a consequence, the output from
the WSHP in terms of renewable heat production was next to nothing.
What became apparent in early 2020 was that the registration by the College in the RHI scheme had not been
approved as there was a pre-installation planning hurdle that had been missed. Through the good offices of
ICAX, although with a number of false starts, planning consent was finally achieved in June 2020 and Ofgem gave
clearance for claims to be submitted from that point. Clearly by then, with no output, there were no claims to be
submitted. By virtue of a successfully lodged complaint, the registration point was back-dated to June 2019 but
that was still at a point when no renewable heat claims could be made.
In summer 2020, the next phase of the boiler renewal installation programme was undertaken – replacing the
second original boiler with a second new one. As we were aware from the first installation, these upgrades of the
boilers has changed the way our system interacts with the heat pump and this has caused problems such that it
is now not operating as had originally been expected. There is some debate about where any oversight
omissions lie in this matter between the College, ICAX and the other contractors which we have left in abeyance
for the time being. We have been progressing this matter to find a resolution, the key priority being to identify a
way forward quickly so as to resume the ROI programme as soon as possible.
We have now launched a tender process for the design of the necessary amendments to the systems to enable
integration. Additional to that, we will undertake analysis to determine the best course of action to ensure that
the desired outcome is achieved and to that extent, the Bursars have presented a plan for the way forward to
Finance Committee which has been approved.
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Maintenance
Team
Solar Panels

Update from the Bursars

2020 saw the end of the transition period for the solar panels that we had
fitted back in 2013 by Siemans, whereby the initial investment in the
panels was off-set by any energy generated going straight back to the
grid.
All energy generated by the solar panels now contributes to a more
sustainable energy policy at College and reduced energy costs.

The data shown on the graphs can all
be seen 'live' on the Robinson College
website here.
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'Covid-Keepers'
Through all of the challenges that the year has given our teams at
College, it has also been a year of learning and adaptation - with
new processes having to be brought in to combat the impacts of
the Covid-19 pandemic. Tightening of current practices, the
streamlining of others through technology and new processes,
have all been a feature of the past 12 months - and some of those
new processes will be here to stay, as illustrated below:

Controlled access at the service yard for deliveries ensuring a safer and more
controllable environment for all deliveries made to College.

Adoption of electronic signing and approval processes in the Tutorial Office
for the occupancy agreements, and the online approval of invoices by the
Housekeeping team saves paper and printing.

The opportunity to allocate time for the management team to work from home
has proved hugely beneficial and effective in completing tasks with fewer
interruptions and distractions.

University Matriculation was operated online in 2020 and proved highly effective
and successful. This process will be retained moving forward.

Adoption of stricter hand washing and personal hygiene practices and policies
across all departments - especially in the kitchen and catering teams.

A ‘blended’ approach to our alumni events, so that Robinsonians around the
world who can’t attend events in person can watch recorded highlights, or
participate in a live webinar.
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A more frequent programme of digital communications, keeping our alumni
more in touch with College news.

Our continuing environmental
compliance...
Our Heads of Department continuously review and assess the environmental compliance within their teams and
their operations , each year completing the Environmental Compliance Checklist. This document confirms their
level of compliance within each of the categories listed below. If there are areas where we are not compliant, plans
are put in place with the Heads of Department to ensure improvements are made.
For more details on the Environmental Compliance Checklist, please contact the Domestic Bursar.

Enforcement

Planning

Waste & Resource
Management

Wildlife &
Countryside

Producer
Responsibility

Noise Pollution

Land Management
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Air Pollution & Energy

Water Conservation

